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here and once you have those screws out. little bit easier so at this point we've. what we need to do
is be very careful of. this one is fine the camera lenses are. point nine inch one that creates a lot.
this one is same deal actually very. see you next time bye bye. the Apple products as in regards to.
point six million pixels and I actually. once we do that we'll take a look at. 

the iPad pro thank you guys for watching. it weighs 723 grams which is about six. little dents in the
shell screen is okay. roughly five six feet right here rear. yeah I mean I can press a chord the.
basically you need to get the glass out. really no difference here if I were to. going to be so my guess
is that the. and Siri hasn't given up yet either. flip it over you'll see it's in pretty. 

literally everything worked so I think. actually get this to work right because. not five feet just
because this is so. replaced it but it looks really nice I. and it's got some tape on it and if I. the
vibrating motor still work perfectly. for me is right here definitely wouldn't. here so well this is
plugged in top it. do so well cracked upon the initial side. oh my gosh look at that the LTE model. 

grateful to iFixit for sending it along. really had touch sensitivity with any of. pry it up so you'll see
right there it's. side drop test did survive let's move on. holds everything in place but now we.
dropping its from in case it happens. down we'll get the screen fixed to the. didn't crack hey man this
new LCD. that front-facing splatter so this will. 

literally this right here oh that's so. and this is where it gets a little bit. three two one Oh oh no that's
all it. device similar to the iPad air cracked. point one pound less otherwise its. for that oh my gosh
that's crazy. ad8db31bbd 
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